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Objectives: Visible hematuria (VH) is a common urological complaint. A history of
initial or terminal VH in men is indicative of a lower urinary tract (LUT) source. A
careful clinical history could limit unnecessary extensive upper tract imaging in this
group of patients with VH. We conducted a single-center prospective study to examine
the usefulness of investigating the upper tract in patients with a history of VH likely from
a LUT source (initial and/or terminal VH) with specific reference to the incidence of
demonstrable significant upper tract abnormalities. Methods: We conducted a singlecenter prospective study of consecutive male patients presenting with VH over eight
months. All patients underwent standard investigations including physical examination,
flexible cystoscopy (FC), and radiological imaging (ultrasound scan (USS) and/
or computed tomography urogram (CTU)). Those with a clear history of initial or
terminal VH were identified for further scrutiny with regards to detectable upper tracts
abnormalities. Results: In total, 57 patients (aged 23–95 years) with initial or terminal
VH were identified. Of these, 56 had FC and nine patients were subsequently diagnosed
with a LUT malignancy. With regards to upper urinary tract (UUT), 35 patients (61.4%)
had an USS, 46 (80.7%) underwent a CTU, and 25 (43.9%) patients had both. In this
group, no UUT malignancy was identified on upper tract imaging. Conclusions: Initial
or terminal VH patients may not need extensive upper tract imaging. FC is recommended,
but a non-invasive USS can be a safe initial investigation for the UUT, with a CTU
subsequently considered in those with abnormalities on USS and those with ongoing
bleeding. Further combined multicenter analysis will help corroborate these findings
and could have several beneficial outcomes including a reduction in investigations cost,
patient inconvenience, and ionizing radiation.
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H

ematuria is a common urological
problem, which is typically
categorized into non-visible (NVH)
and visible hematuria (VH). The
prevalence of NVH ranges from 0.9 to 2%. Up to
2.6% of the population will experience at least one
episode of VH during their lifetime.1,2 Investigation
of both NVH and VH, therefore, constitutes a
significant proportion of the urology outpatient
activity across all urological and radiological
departments in the UK.
Due to the strong association between VH
and underlying urological malignancy, the British
Association of Urological Surgeons (BAUS) and the
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National Institute of Health and Care Excellence
(NICE) have recommendedd complete evaluation
of both the lower urinary tract (LUT) and upper
urinary tract (UUT) to exclude a urinary tract
abnormality. This includes a detailed urological
history, physical examination, blood tests, and urine
examination. Additionally, most patients with VH
require cystoscopic evaluation of the LUT combined
with radiological imaging such as computed
tomography urogram (CTU) and/or ultrasound
scan (USS) for evaluation of the UUT.3–5 There is no
clear consensus with regard to the most appropriate
choice of upper tract radiological imaging for
patients with VH. Thus, most units will manage all
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patients with VH in much the same way with little
or no variation when assessing the UUT.
Based on history, VH can sometimes be classified
into initial, total and terminal hematuria. Initial
hematuria is described for visible blood/bloodstained urine reported by the patient that is seen at
the start of urine flow (“blood right at the start of the
urine flow and then clear urine afterward”). Terminal
hematuria is defined as passage of clear urine with
blood or blood-stained urine right at the end of the
urine stream (“blood notes just at the end of the
urine flow”). Total hematuria is defined as bloodstained urine throughout the entire duration of the
urine flow with no ability to readily differentiate
between urine and blood.6–8
We hypothesized that in male patients with VH
from a likely LUT origin (exclusively initial and/or
terminal), upper tracts abnormalities are uncommon
and extensive upper tract investigations in this group
may not be initially necessary. For this study, we
searched all published guidelines and best practice
policies provided by urological institutions including
BAUS, NICE, the European Association of Urology
(EAU), and the American Urological Association
(AUA) and found no standard recommendation
with regards to which upper tract imaging modality
to choose when investigating a patient referred
with VH.3–5,9
The aim of this study, therefore, was to
prospectively examine the usefulness of investigating
the upper tract in patients with a history of VH
likely from a LUT source (initial and/or terminal
VH) with specific reference to the incidence of
demonstrable significant upper tract abnormalities.

M ET H O D S

We conducted a single-center, prospective evaluation
of all consecutive male patients presenting with
VH to East Lancashire Hospitals NHS Trust
between September 2015 and April 2016. As per
the departmental protocol for VH, all patients were
managed in a standardized manner at presentation
to a dedicated hematuria outpatient clinic at one
of two hospital sites (within the same hospital
trust). All patients were initially assessed by one
of our experienced urological doctors, all of which
had extensive experience in managing patients
with VH and performing flexible cystoscopy (FC)
procedures. All patients had their demographic

and clinical data recorded using our departmental
hematuria proforma including the nature and type
of VH (painful or painless, initial, terminal or total,
association with clots), presence of associated LUT
symptoms, history of documented urinary tract
infections, previous relevant medical and surgical
history, occupational history, regular prescribed and
non-prescribed medication (including anticoagulant
therapy), family history, and other identifiable risk
factors such as smoking. All patients also underwent
a physical examination, including a digital rectal
prostate assessment.
As per international guidelines, all our patients
with VH (of any type) were evaluated using a FC to
assess the urethra, bladder, and prostate. However,
to evaluate the UUT, a radiological imaging scan
was organized (USS and/or CTU) but due to the
lack of standardized recommendation in guidelines
on which upper tract imaging to choose, the type
of scan was left to the discretion of the urologist
undertaking the hematuria assessment and FC. In
addition, blood tests and urine tests (microscopy,
culture, and cytological analysis) were performed
based on the discretion of the examining urologist.
For this study, all male patients presenting with VH,
those with a clear history of initial or terminal VH
were identified for further scrutiny with respect
to upper tract abnormalities found on USS and/
or CTU. The data was recorded on a spreadsheet,
and simple statistical analysis was performed using
Microsoft Excel.

R E S U LT S

A total of 311 consecutive male patients presented
with VH to our hematuria clinics between September
2015 and April 2016. All patients underwent the
investigations described in the ‘Methods’ sections.
From this group, we further identified 57 (18.3%)
patients presenting with VH, which was exclusively
initial and/or terminal. This cohort with a clinical
history suggestive of LUT bleeding represented
the study group, which was subjected to more
detailed analysis. The median age of this group was
64 years (range 23–95 years) [Figure 1]. The other
254 patients were excluded as the VH was ‘total’ in
nature or the exact nature was ambiguous.
In the LUT bleeding cohort of 57 patients,
56 underwent FC examination. The remaining
patient avoided FC as he gave a recent history of
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Figure 1: Age distribution of male patient cohort who
presented with initial and/or terminal visible hematuria
(n = 57; range 23–95 years; median 64 years).

Figure 2: Flexible cystoscopy findings in the 56
patients who presented with visible hematuria (initial
and/or terminal).

having passed a stone per urethra and it was deemed
unnecessary to perform FC in this case. Of the 56
patients the findings were as follows [Figure 2]:
■■ Nine (16.1%) patients had evidence of an obvious
bladder tumor.
■■ Nineteen (33.9%) patients had normal looking
LUT.
■■ Sixteen (28.6%) patients had demonstrable
enlargement of the prostate, occasionally with
obvious increased vascularity involving the
prostate (e.g., engorged vessels, contact bleeding
on passage of the FC).

■■ Five (8.9%) patients had urethral strictures.
■■ One (1.8%) patient had bladder neck (BN) stenosis.
■■ Six (10.7%) patients had non-specific,
erythematous lesions in their bladder:
1. Four underwent biopsies and histological analysis
confirmed inflammation with no evidence of
malignancy.
2. In two cases this was presumed to be secondary to
proven coliform infections.
All 57 patients had subsequent radiological
imaging to assess the UUT by either an USS
(n = 35) and/or CTU (n = 46). No significant

Visible hematuria (311)
Excluded from analaysis (254)
Initial/terminal VH (57)

Cystoscopy +/- biopsy

Upper tract imaging
Excluded (passed stone) (1)

Normal = 19
Vascular prostate = 16
TCC = 9
Inflammation = 6
Stricture = 5
BN stenosis = 1

USS (35)
Normal = 32
Dilatation = 2
AML = 1

CTU (46)
Normal = 42
Tiny stones = 2
AML = 1
Extrarenal pelvis = 1

NO UPPER TRACT MALIGNANCY

Figure 3: Summary of results of the hematuria investigations (VH: visible hematuria; USS: ultrasound scan;
CTU: computed tomography urogram; TCC: transitional cell carcinoma, BN: bladder neck;
AML: angiomyolipoma).
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UUT abnormality was detected in any patient. We
defined a ‘significant’ UUT as a diagnosis either of
an UUT malignancy or a benign condition requiring
treatment/intervention. Thus, in this cohort of
patients with initial and/or terminal VH, no UUT
malignancies were diagnosed at all. The results are
summarized in Figure 3.
Our analysis showed that 81 imaging scans were
performed in 57 patients. An USS was performed
on 35 (61.4%) patients. In these, the majority
of USS (32/35) were reported as normal, while
two patients had reports which commented on
dilated renal collecting systems (on the subsequent
CTU scans one result was reported as normal
while the other confirmed benign extrarenal
pelvis), and one (1.8%) patient had a 1.6 cm renal
angiomyolipoma (AML).
Of the 57 patients, 46 (80.7%) had a CTU
performed. Of these, 42 (91.3%) patients had
normal UUTs, two (4.3%) patients had scans
that demonstrated bilateral tiny (2–3 mm),
non-obstructing renal stones, one (2.2%) patient had
an extrarenal pelvis, and one (2.2%) patient had a
1.8 cm renal AML.
Furthermore, 25 of the 57 (43.9%) patients
underwent both USS as well as a CTU. In this
cohort with dual imaging, the majority (22/25)
were reported as having normal upper tracts on both
imaging modalities. Two patients had mild dilatation
of the renal collecting system on the USS; however,
the subsequent CTU was reassuringly normal. The
other remaining patient had a 1.8 cm AML identified
on both scans.

DISCUSSION

Hematuria is one of the commonest reasons for a
urological referral. It can account for up to 8% of all
urology consultations in the UK.7 The prevalence
of hematuria has varied between studies with NVH
ranging from 0.9 to 22%, and up to 2.6% of the
population will experience at least one episode of
VH.1,2 Messing et al,8 and Britton et al,10 reported in
their large bladder cancer screening studies that the
incidence of hematuria could be as high as 16% in
men older than 50 years and 20% in men older than
60 years, respectively. There is a higher likelihood
of a urological malignancy in those who have risk
factors including smoking, increasing age, male
population, radiotherapy, recurrent infections and

long-standing stones, occupational hazards, and
aromatic amines exposure.11,12
In this study, the work was based on the specific
history of initial and/or terminal VH in male
patients, which is considered indicative of bleeding
from a LUT source such as the urethra, prostate,
or BN.6 Although most urologists will record this
detail, this clinically important information does
not appear to influence subsequent management.
In reality, most departments do not distinguish
between patients where the history suggests LUT
bleeding and those with other modes of hematuria
presentation, such that all patients undergo the
standard investigations. We examined the hypothesis
that in this subgroup of patients with initial and/or
terminal VH, significant upper tracts abnormalities
are not commonly encountered.
The EAU, BAUS, and NICE in their guidelines
have stated that men with a history of microscopic and
gross hematuria should undergo a urethrocystoscopy
during diagnostic evaluation and it is clear from
our analysis that examination of the LUT with a
FC is mandatory. Reassuringly, in around a third
of patients no LUT abnormality was encountered,
while in another third, an enlarged and vascular
appearing prostate was suspected to the source of
bleeding, though this could not be proven at the
time. Nevertheless, nine (16.1%) patients did have an
underlying bladder tumor identified on FC, of whom
eight underwent a transurethral resection of bladder
tumor (TURBT) with histology confirming them
malignant. The remaining patient refused to undergo
a TURBT, but his urine cytology confirmed highgrade malignant cells. In this group of nine patients
with a LUT malignancy, three had initial VH, while
the remaining six had terminal VH. Other benign,
but important diagnoses included urethral stricture
disease in five, BN stenosis in one, and inflammatory
changes in the bladder in a further six patients. Thus,
FC examination in those with initial and/or terminal
VH is essential and should be performed in all cases
unless otherwise contraindicated.
VH is still regarded as the most common
presenting symptom for UUT cancers, though
the frequency of detecting such tumors in patients
with VH is low (0.7–1.6%).13–15 In our study, there
were no UUT malignancies among patients with
a history consistent with LUT bleeding, and one
speculates, though without evidence thus far, that
initial or terminal hematuria would be inconsistent
O m a n m e d J, v o l 3 3 , n o 5 , s e p t e m b e r 2018
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with bleeding from higher up in the urinary tract.
Total hematuria is more likely to be the mode of
presentation for UUT pathology.
Our study did demonstrate some inconsistencies
in the use of USS and CTU. This was in part due to
the availability of a one-stop hematuria service in one
of our hospital sites, which facilitated an USS during
the same initial consultation. USS is known to be
quick, safe, and was reassuring normal in the majority
of our cohort, and its use for the investigation of such
patients appears justified.
The diagnostic accuracy of CT performance is
high with a reported sensitivity of 88–100% and
specificity of 93–100% for UUT abnormalities.16–18
In our cohort, 46 (80.7%) patients underwent CTU
imaging (2-phase reduced radiation scan using 100
mL intravenous Niopam 370 contrast) and the only
additional pathology on CTU compared to USS
was the finding of small (2–3 mm) non-obstructive
renal stones in two patients. The sensitivity of USS
for detecting kidney stones has been reported to
be 64% to 96%.19,20 The two patients in our study
with small renal stones were asymptomatic, and it is
unlikely that the non-diagnosis of these small stones
would have resulted in any significant adverse effect
in the short-term given that contemporary practice
is not to treat such stones.
The current guidelines recommend UUT
contrast imaging for patients with newly diagnosed
bladder cancer if they are identified in the bladder
trigone or if they are of high-risk potential.21 It is
noteworthy that CTU did not demonstrate any
UUT malignancies, even in our patients diagnosed
with a bladder tumor.
Though the addition of CTU to an USS in such
patients does not appear to increase the detection
rate of any significant UUT pathologies, we noticed
the increased detection of incidental non-urological
findings including diverticular disease, aortic
aneurysm, liver and pancreatic cyst, inguinal hernias,
and adrenal adenoma. This frequently encountered
phenomenon is commonly referred to as victim of
modernized imaging technology.
There are additional benefits to decreasing
reliance on CT scanning. CTU imaging, with its
reported doses of 14.8–22.6 mSv per study, exposes
patients to ionizing radiation equivalent to 150- and
1100-times the radiation dose from a conventional
X-ray or around a year’s worth of exposure to
radiation from both natural and artificial sources

in the environment.22,23 Several recent technical
modifications, including the acquisition of fewer
scanning phases and lower dose parameters, have
reduced the overall dose received but inherent
risks remain. Similarly, there may be cost-saving
implications to reducing the use of CT scanning.
We estimated the direct cost of the 46 CTU scans in
our small series at approximately £6555. If our study
findings are corroborated in future studies, there is a
potential significant cost-saving opportunity.
Although utilization of voided urine cytology
(VUC) in the assessment of patients with initial
or terminal hematuria was not part of our original
study remit, we analyzed its value in our cohort.
Brown24 found that its utilization in the assessment
of VH was still questionable. In our study, we noted
that there was much variation in the practice of
requesting VUC among our urologists. It was mostly
reserved for patients with VH and no abnormality
on FC. Twenty-two VUC samples were sent, and
only one sample came back malignant, and that was
in the patient who refused to undergo a bladder
tumor resection. The other eight patients diagnosed
with a bladder tumor on cystoscopy did not have
urine samples sent for cytological analysis. In our
study, the VUC did not have any extra benefit, and
the contemporary literature suggested that urine
cytology need not be used routinely in the initial
diagnostic workup for hematuria.25
To the best of our knowledge, this study is
unique in investigating the value of UUT tests
in male patients with a history of VH strongly
suggestive of bleeding from a LUT source. It
represents an area with immediate relevance to the
day-to-day urological practice. Nevertheless, we
acknowledge the limitations in our study, which is
primarily attributable to its small size and limited
follow-up period. The minor variations in practice
demonstrated by attending urologists may have
been a factor though this very much reflects the
practical nature of hematuria assessment in most
departments and, in our opinion, does not detract
from the findings.

C O N C LU S I O N

Our preliminary study demonstrates that significant
upper tract problems are not encountered in male
patients with a clear complaint of initial and/
or terminal VH where the history is suggestive of
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bleeding from a LUT source. Mandatory CT scanning
may not be necessary in such patients, and initial
management could primarily comprise of a FC and
USS, with CTU only advocated in case of persistent
VH. This approach does require corroboration
by way of larger, multicenter prospective data
collection. This has the potential to change practice
by decreasing the need for unnecessary CT scans,
reducing investigation costs, patient inconvenience,
and radiation exposure while maintaining a low risk
of missing a significant pathology in the UUT.
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